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Michael Finn - Finn & Son Tuckpointing - AUSTRALIA
Saint Marys Cathedral Restoration Project

“The Arbortech AllSaw saves us 4-5 hours labour a day. Its ability to cut deep, cut square and safely into mortar with low dust 

made it the perfect tool for this job.”

Tom Inglesby  - AUSTRALIA
Masonry Magazine

“The maker claims - and their demo backed them up - that a time-consuming, dusty and inaccurate job can now be transformed 

into an easy, fast, accurate, safe and virtually dust-free job.”

CUSTOMERS TESTIMONIALS

General Purpose Blades BLA.FG.1110

Used for general cutting of bricks, and mortar or general masonry 

cutting. Also used for cutting tree roots or wood through dirt and 

sand.

Depth:  115mm  (4 1/2”)

Width: 7.2mm  (9/32”)

Headjoint Blades BLA.FG.7000

Ideal for tuckpointing and mortar removal on vertical joints.

Depth: 75mm  (3”)

Width: 7.2mm (9/32”)

BLA.FG.4110Plunge Blades

Used for general cutting of bricks and mortar. Ideal for single 

brick removal and toothing of brickwork.

Depth: 120mm (4 3/4”)

Width: 7.2mm  (9/32”)

Cut up to 170mm deep.

XL General Purpose Blades BLA.FG.1200 Depth: 170 mm (6 3/4“)

Width: 7.2 mm (9/32“)

Depth: 120mm  (4 3/4”)

Width:  7.2mm  (9/32”)
Ideally suited to cut small square holes for electrical switches.

Switchbox Blades BLA.FG.2110

Depth: 35mm (1 3/8”)

Width:  3mm (1/8”)
Ideal for mortar removal on thin joints and heritage restoration.

Heritage Blades BLA.FG.8000

1x AS170 Brick and Mortar Saw

1x Heavy Duty Tool Bag

1x General Purpose Blades

1x Plunge Blades

1x Spare Belt

1x Dust Boot and Vacuum Adaptor

1x Set of spare screws

1x Ian Key 

ALL.FG.170AS170 Complete Set ALL.FG.170240



VIBRATION REDUCING HANDLE

Significant vibration reduction to 
increase user comfort.

POWERFUL HEAVY DUTY MOTOR

Dust resistant heavy duty design 
ensures long motor life even in the 
toughest  working environments.

AUTO CUT OFF BRUSHES

Prevents motor damage.

DUST BOOT WITH 

VACUUM ATTACHMENT

Efficient dust control 
for jobs in sensitive 
environments.

RESHARPENABLE 

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 

TEETH

Long lasting, designed 

specifically for cutting 
bricks and mortar.    

RenovationPlumbing RepairsBrick Removal and RepairMasonry RepairHeritage Restoration

Allsaw Technology

CUT SQUARE

The AS170 cuts square openings with no 

over cutting.  Surrounding brickwork can 

remain untouched, no bolstering or stitch 

drilling is required and job completion times 

can be reduced.

CUT DRY / LOW DUST:

This unique cutting technology creates very 

little fly dust protecting the operator and 
creating a cleaner work environment.

CUT SAFE

The AS170 provides superior operator safety. 

The inherently safe cutting action prevents 

kickback and is easy to control.

PLUNGE CUT

Use the AS170 to cut directly into flush walls 
without stitch drilling.

HIGH VISIBILITY AND PRECISION CUTTING:

The forward facing blades allow clear visibility 

when cutting making the AS170 the ideal tool 

whenever accuracy and precision is required. 

CUT DEEP

The AS170 is the only small handheld saw 

able to cut to a depth of 170mm.

Cut square, cut deep and cut with precision. 
Engineered to significantly improve safety and efficiency when cutting bricks walls, 
mortar and more. Ideal for Trade Professionals and DIY Enthusiasts, there is a 

number of specialised blade options for specialised trade applications.


